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Eva Harley ChipheLove still walks the earth and it will follow you all the days of your life.

Available in large print!Featured as a book to read, READ THE WORLD: BOOKS ABOUT

AFRICA FOR KIDS, https://kidworldcitizen.org/books-about-africa-for-kids/, November 26,

2018.A beautiful, mythological story that will enhance a study of, “ancient civilizations and

storytelling about superheroes. Kindergarten classes love to learn all the facts and big names.

Seeing their smiling faces you know that” love walks the earth and so it will”. Books2Read“An

interesting and lovely book about love. The illustrations were beautiful, and the book is one that

belongs in a collection of stories for a child or adults” Mary Griffith Chalupsky, AuthorWhen

Love Walked The Earth: An African Myth, tells the story of King Osiris’ crusade to spread love

around the world; the challenges his son faces to become the new King; and the miraculous

power of his Queen. It is filled with surprising information about Africa.This is a touching story!

One cannot help but fall in love with this book. After reading the book, please leave a review on

my page, https://www.Ebook Tops.com/when-love-walked-earth-african/dp/0692109056/ and I

would really appreciate it if you would Subscribe to my email list at https://

www.evaharleychiphe.com for a free audiobook after the purchase of the paperback format.

From School Library JournalKindergarten-Grade 3-This Afghani folktale has been recast in a

modern Western setting, though Santiago's brilliantly hued, naive paintings give it a timeless

quality. In a quaint village with well-cultivated gardens, everyone is courteous except for one

man. He babbles "blah, blah, blah" in response to others' greetings, and in the night, bangs

cans loudly. Everyone is happy when he leaves to visit friends in another village. A clever boy

points out, though, that their problems aren't over yet, since the man will return. He has an idea

that may make the rude fellow change his ways. This ingenious plan, carried out with the

villagers' full cooperation, results in a happy ending for one and all. The tale's mild didacticism

is leavened by Shah's gentle retelling and Santiago's artfully lighthearted illustrations. The

artist has created a whimsically idyllic village of chunky houses surrounded by sunflowers and

small gardens. Her delightfully childlike figures, with their comically exaggerated expressions,

are perfectly cast to carry out this story's message of peaceful conflict resolution.-Marilyn

Taniguchi, Beverly Hills Public Library, CACopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of

Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewThis

Afghani folktale has been recast in a modern Western setting, though Santiago's brilliantly

hued, naive paintings give it a timeless quality. In a quaint village with well-cultivated gardens,

everyone is courteous except for one man. He babbles "blah, blah, blah" in response to others'

greetings, and in the night, bangs cans loudly. Everyone is happy when he leaves to visit

friends in another village. A clever boy points out, though, that their problems aren't over yet,

since the man will return. He has an idea that may make the rude fellow change his ways. This

ingenious plan, carried out with the villagers' full cooperation, results in a happy ending for one

and all. The tale's mild didacticism is leavened by Shah's gentle retelling and Santiago's artfully

lighthearted illustrations. The artist has created a whimsically idyllic village of chunky houses

surrounded by sunflowers and small gardens. Her delightfully childlike figures, with their

comically exaggerated expressions, are perfectly cast to carry out this story's message of

peaceful conflict resolution. - School Library Journal Afghan writer Shah tells of a badly

behaved man who refuses to greet people properly, instead saying "blah blah blah" and "blee



blee blee." He also bangs loudly on tin cans at night, so the villagers decide to teach the rude

fellow a lesson. Narrator Michael Ashcraft has a great deal of fun with the sound effects--his

BLEEs and BLAHs are hearty, and his BANG BANG BANGS are appropriately loud and

irritating. Young children will enjoy following along and will especially be pleased by the bright

illustrations that complement Ashcraft's lively narration. Although this story is from another

culture, its themes (the value of manners in helping people get along) are universal. - AudioFile

--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorIdries Shah spent much of his life

collecting Sufi classical narratives and teaching stories from oral and written sources in the

Middle East and Central Asia and publishing them in book form. The eleven tales he wrote

especially for children are published by Hoopoe as beautifully illustrated books, all of which

have been commended by Western educators and psychologists, the Library of Congress,

National Public Radio and other media for their unique ability to foster social-emotional

development, thinking skills and perception in children and adults alike. Told for centuries,

these stories express universal themes and a positive representation of important but often

misunderstood cultures, showing how much we have in common and what we can learn from

each other. They acknowledge a child's individuality and uniqueness and encourage a sense of

confidence, responsibility and purpose. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the

Inside FlapThis story is about a badly behaved man and how a young boy initiates a plan to

change his behavior and, with the help of all the villagers, succeeds. It will bring laughter to

young children and, at the same time, teach them valuable lessons about conflict resolution,

initiative and cooperation. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From AudioFileAfghan

writer Shah tells of a badly behaved man who refuses to greet people properly, instead saying

"blah blah blah" and "blee blee blee." He also bangs loudly on tin cans at night, so the villagers

decide to teach the rude fellow a lesson. Narrator Michael Ashcraft has a great deal of fun with

the sound effects--his BLEEs and BLAHs are hearty, and his BANG BANG BANGS are

appropriately loud and irritating. Young children will enjoy following along and will especially be

pleased by the bright illustrations that complement Ashcraft's lively narration. Although this

story is from another culture, its themes (the value of manners in helping people get along) are

universal. J.C.G. © AudioFile 2006, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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MCTiger, “A fresh take on the Osirian Myth. *Please note that this review is written by a friend

of the one of the author's family members.When Love Walked The Earth is a read that's quick

and easy to get through but offers a great wealth of information to study. There is enough base

information to lead you down a massive wiki rabbit whole to learn more about Ancient Egyptian

religion, culture, history, and the influences it had/that were and still celebrated by historical

and present day eurocentric cultures.This book tries to convey the importance of what trust,

hard work, respect, and duty can do for a family. Yet be weary of the jealousy that may lurk

closer than one imagines. The narrative is easy to understand for adolescents, teens, young

adults and more. I found it to be very enjoyable and a read that is important for any with kids to

have, especially children of African decent.”

Bill Graper, “Great story, more for older kids. I would definitely recommend this to young adults.

It combines mythology with some real events, and has direct links to references. The

illustrations are beautiful, and they tell the story just as well as the print.”

Colleen, “Re-telling a classic. A very nice telling of this story, supported by good illustrations.

Would recommend for any kid who is an ancient history buff or enjoys mythology.”

Vadis Primus Parson, “A great story filled with myths and facts, magnificently blended,

creating a classic and magical tale.. The book contains interesting information detailing the

story of how Horus became the King of Egypt. A variety of facts and activities await the reader

at the end of the book, extending the story, while imparting knowledge that makes this book

very memorable.”

Dallas, “Loved the Love. This book is a beautiful cultural story of a unifying love. I pray that this

radiant love will cover the Earth and its entirety one day soon!”

Emily ONeil, “Great message about love and humanity. I absolutely loved the book. So easy

and a quick read for children as well as adults to teach as life lessons about love and humanity

as well as empathy to oneself and others.”

GBall Reviews, “Guide to Egypt. When Love Walked the Earth retells an Egyptian myth about

good leadership and familial love.Chiphe stuffs the book with helpful information, including



maps, vocabulary words, teaching guides, and constellations. The myth is thoroughly-

researched, as seen through the list of relevant references in the back, a nice touch. Each

portion of the myth is accompanied by a watercolor.The layout doesn't work as well, with most

of the pictures looking small on the page and a bit squashed.The story is a myth many readers

might be unfamiliar with; Isis and Osiris are names often referred to without context and it's

interesting to see them acting as a loving family. Kindle Unlimited readers might find this a

handy intro to Egyptian storytelling.”

The book by Eva Harley Chiphe has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 19 people have provided feedback.
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